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2 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. SmithIt is also possible to view a set as a problem description in a way simi-lar to Kolmogorov's explanation of the intuitionistic propositional calculus[25]. In particular, a set can be seen as a speci�cation of a programmingproblem; the elements of the set are then the programs that satisfy thespeci�cation.An advantage of using type theory for program construction is that itis possible to express both speci�cations and programs within the sameformalism. Furthermore, the proof rules can be used to derive a correctprogram from a speci�cation as well as to verify that a given program hasa certain property. As a programming language, type theory is similarto typed functional languages such as ML [19, 32] and Haskell [23], buta major di�erence is that the evaluation of a well-typed program alwaysterminates.The notion of constructive proof is closely related to the notion of com-puter program. To prove a proposition (8x2A)(9y 2B)P (x; y) construc-tively means to give a function f which when applied to an element ain A gives an element b in B such that P (a; b) holds. So if the proposi-tion (8x2A)(9y2B)P (x; y) expresses a speci�cation, then the function fobtained from the proof is a program satisfying the speci�cation. A con-structive proof could therefore itself be seen as a computer program and theprocess of computing the value of a program corresponds to the process ofnormalizing a proof. It is by this computational content of a constructiveproof that type theory can be used as a programming language; and sincethe program is obtained from a proof of its speci�cation, type theory can beused as a programming logic. The relevance of constructive mathematicsfor computer science was pointed out already by Bishop [4].Recently, several implementations of type theory have been made whichcan serve as logical frameworks, that is, di�erent theories can be directlyexpressed in the implementations. The formulation of type theory we willdescribe in this chapter form the basis for such a framework, which we willbrie�y present in the last section.The chapter is structured as follows. First we will give a short overviewof di�erent formulations and implementations of type theory. Section 2 willexplain the fundamental idea of propositions as sets by Heyting's explana-tion of the intuitionistic meaning of the logical constants. The followingsection will give a rather detailed description of the basic rules and theirsemantics; on a �rst reading some of this material may just be glanced at,in particular the subsection on hypothetical judgements. In section 4 weillustrate type theory as a logical framework by expressing propositionallogic in it. Section 5 introduces a number of di�erent sets and the �nal sec-tion give a short description of ALF, an implementation of the type theoryof this chapter.Although self-contained, this chapter can be seen as complement toour book, Programming in Type Theory. An Introduction [33], in that



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 3we here give a presentation of Martin-Löf's monomorphic type theory inwhich there are two basic levels, that of types and that of sets. The book ismainly concerned with a polymorphic formulation where instead of a levelof types there is a theory of expressions. One major di�erence betweenthese two formulations is that in the monomorphic formulation there ismore type information in the terms, which makes it possible to implementa type checker [27]; this is important when type theory is used as a logicalframework where type checking is the same as proof checking.1.1 Di�erent formulations of type theoryOne of the basic ideas behind Martin-Löf's type theory is the Curry-Howardinterpretation of propositions as types, that is, in our terminology, propo-sitions as sets. This view of propositions is closely related to Heyting'sexplanation of intuitionistic logic [21] and will be explained in detail be-low.Another source for type theory is proof theory. Using the identi�cationof propositions and sets, normalizing a derivation corresponds to computingthe value of the proof term expressing the derivation. One of Martin-Löf'soriginal aims with type theory was that it could serve as a frameworkin which other theories could be interpreted. And a normalization prooffor type theory would then immediately give normalization for a theoryexpressed in type theory.In Martin-Löf's �rst formulation of type theory from 1971 [28], theorieslike �rst order arithmetic, Gödel's T [18], second order logic and simple typetheory [5] could easily be interpreted. However, this formulation containeda re�ection principle expressed by a universe V and including the axiomV2V, which was shown by Girard to be inconsistent. Coquand and Huet'sCalculus of Constructions [8] is closely related to the type theory in [28]:instead of having a universe V, they have the two types Prop and Type andthe axiom Prop 2 Type, thereby avoiding Girard's paradox.Martin-Löf's later formulations of type theory have all been predica-tive; in particular second order logic and simple type theory cannot beinterpreted in them. The strength of the theory considered in this chapterinstead comes from the possibility of de�ning sets by induction.The formulation of type theory from 1979 in Constructive Mathematicsand Computer Programming [30] is polymorphic and extensional. One im-portant di�erence with the earlier treatments of type theory is that normal-ization is not obtained by metamathematical reasoning; instead, a directsemantics is given, based on Tait's computability method. A consequenceof the semantics is that a term, which is an element in a set, can be com-puted to normal form. For the semantics of this theory, lazy evaluation isessential. Because of a strong elimination rule for the set expressing the



4 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. Smithpropositional equality, judgemental equality is not decidable. This theoryis also the one in Intuitionistic Type Theory [31]. It is also the theory usedin the Nuprl system [6] and by the group in Groningen [3].The type theory presented in this chapter was put forward byMartin-Löfin 1986 with the speci�c intention that it should serve as a logical frame-work.1.2 ImplementationsOne major application of type theory is to use it as a programming logicin which you derive programs from speci�cations. Such derivations easilybecome long and tedious and, hence, error prone; so, it is essential toformalize the proofs and to have computerized tools to check them.There are several examples of computer implementations of proof check-ers for formal logics. An early example is the AUTOMATH system [11, 12]which was designed by de Bruijn to check proofs of mathematical theorems.Quite large proofs were checked by the system, for example the proofs inLandau's book Grundlagen der Analysis [24]. Another system, which ismore intended as a proof assistant, is the Edinburgh (Cambridge) LCFsystem [19, 34]. The proofs are constructed in a goal directed fashion,starting from the proposition the user wants to prove and then using tac-tics to divide it into simpler propositions. The LCF system also introducedthe notion of metalanguage (ML) in which the user could implement herown proof strategies. Based on the LCF system, a system for Martin-Löf'stype theory was implemented in Göteborg 1982 [35]. Another, more ad-vanced, system for type theory was developed by Constable et al at CornellUniversity [6].During the last years, several logical frameworks based on type theoryhave been implemented: the Edinburgh LF [20], Coq from INRIA [13],LEGO from Edinburgh [26], and ALF from Göteborg [1, 27]. Coq andLEGO are both based on Coquand and Huet's calculus of constructions,while ALF is an implementation of the theory we describe in this chapter.A brief overview of the ALF system is given in section 6.2 Propositions as setsThe basic idea of type theory to identify propositions with sets goes back toCurry [10], who noticed that the axioms for positive implicational calculus,formulated in the Hilbert style,A � B � A(A � B � C) � (A � B) � A � C



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 5correspond to the types of the basic combinators K and SK 2 A! B ! AS 2 (A! B ! C)! (A! B)! A! CModus ponens then corresponds to functional application. Tait [39] no-ticed the further analogy that removing a cut in a derivation correspondsto a reduction step of the combinator representing the proof. Howard [22]extended these ideas to �rst-order intuitionistic arithmetic. Another wayto see that propositions can be seen as sets is through Heyting's [21] ex-planations of the logical constants. The constructive explanation of logicis in terms of proofs: a proposition is true if we know how to prove it. Forimplication we haveA proof of A � B is a function (method, program) which toeach proof of A gives a proof of B.The notion of function or method is primitive in constructive mathematicsand a function from a set A to a set B can be viewed as a program whichwhen applied to an element in A gives an element in B as output. Theidea of propositions as sets is now to identify a proposition with the set ofits proofs. In case of implication we getA � B is identi�ed with A ! B, the set of functions from Ato B.The elements in the set A ! B are of the form �x:b, where b 2 B and bmay depend on x 2 A.Heyting's explanation of conjunction is that a proof of A ^B is a pairwhose �rst component is a proof of A and whose second component is aproof of B. Hence, we get the following interpretation of a conjunction asa set.A^B is identi�ed with A�B, the cartesian product of A and B.The elements in the set A�B are of the form ha; bi where a 2 A and b 2 B.A disjunction is constructively true if and only if we can prove one ofthe disjuncts. So a proof of A _ B is either a proof of A or a proof of Btogether with the information of which of A or B we have a proof. Hence,A _B is identi�ed with A+ B, the disjoint union of A and B.



6 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. SmithThe elements in the set A+B are of the form inl(a) and inr(b), where a 2 Aand b 2 B.The negation of a proposition A can be de�ned by::A � A � ?where ? stands for absurdity, that is a proposition which has no proof. Ifwe let ; denote the empty set, we have:A is identi�ed with the set A! ;using the interpretation of implication.In order to interpret propositions de�ned using quanti�ers, we needoperations de�ned on families of sets, i.e. sets B depending on elements x insome set A. We let B [x a] denote the expression obtained by substitutinga for all free occurrences of x in B. Heyting's explanation of the existentialquanti�er is the following.A proof of (9x2A)B consists of a construction of an element ain the set A together with a proof of B [x a].So, a proof of (9x2A)B is a pair whose �rst component a is an elementin the set A and whose second component is a proof of B [x a]. Theset corresponding to this is the disjoint union of a family of sets, denotedby (�x 2 A)B. The elements in this set are pairs ha; bi where a 2 Aand b 2 B [x a]. We get the following interpretation of the existentialquanti�er.(9x2A)B is identi�ed with the set (�x2A)B.Finally, we have the universal quanti�er.A proof of (8x2A)B is a function (method, program) which toeach element a in the set A gives a proof of B [x a].The set corresponding to the universal quanti�er is the cartesian productof a family of sets, denoted by (�x 2A)B. The elements in this set arefunctions which, when applied to an element a in the set A gives an elementin the set B [x a]. Hence,(8x2A)B is identi�ed with the set (�x2A)B.The elements in the set (�x2A)B are of the form �x:b where b 2 B andboth b and B may depend on x 2 A. Note that if B does not depend on xthen (�x2A)B is the same as A ! B, so ! is not needed as a primitive



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 7when we have cartesian products over families of sets. In the same way,(�x2A)B is nothing but A�B when B does not depend on x.Except the empty set, we have not yet introduced any sets that cor-respond to atomic propositions. One such set is the equality set a =A b,which expresses that a and b are equal elements in the set A. Recallingthat a proposition is identi�ed with the set of its proofs, we see that this setis nonempty if and only if a and b are equal. If a and b are equal elementsin the set A, we postulate that the constant id(a) is an element in the seta =A b.When explaining the sets interpreting propositions we have used aninformal notation to express elements of the sets. This notation di�ers fromthe one we will use in type theory in that that notation will be monomorphicin the sense that the constructors of a set will depend on the set. Forinstance, an element of A ! B will be of the form �(A;B; b) and anelement of A� B will be of the form hA;B; a; bi.3 Semantics and formal rulesWe will in this section �rst introduce the notion of type and the judgementforms this explanation give rise to. We then explain what a family oftypes is and introduce the notions of variable, assumption and substitutiontogether with the rules that follow from the semantic explanations. Next,the function types are introduced with their semantic explanation and theformal rules which the explanation justi�es. The rules are formulated inthe style of natural deduction [36].3.1 TypesThe basic notion in Martin-Löf's type theory is the notion of type. A typeis explained by saying what an object of the type is and what it means fortwo objects of the type to be identical. This means that we can make thejudgement A is a type;which we in the formal system write asA type;when we know the conditions for asserting that something is an object oftype A and when we know the conditions for asserting that two objectsof type A are identical. We require that the conditions for identifying twoobjects must de�ne an equivalence relation.When we have a type, we know from the semantic explanation of whatit means to be a type what the conditions are to be an object of that type.



8 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. SmithSo, if A is a type and we have an object a that satis�es these conditionsthen a is an object of type A;which we formally write a 2 A:Furthermore, from the semantics of what it means to be a type and theknowledge that A is a type we also know the conditions for two objects oftype A to be identical. Hence, if A is a type and a and b are objects oftype A and these objects satis�es the equality conditions in the semanticexplanation of A thena and b are identical objects of type A;which we write a = b 2 A:Two types are equal when an arbitrary object of one type is also anobject of the other and when two identical objects of one type are identicalobjects of the other. If A and B are types we know the conditions for beingan object and the conditions for being identical objects of these types. Thenwe can investigate if all objects of type A are also objects of type B and ifall identical objects of type A are also objects of type B and vice versa. Ifthese conditions are satis�ed thenA and B are identical types;which we formally write A = B:The requirement that the equality between objects of a type must bean equivalence relation is formalized by the rules:Re�exivity of objects a 2 Aa = a 2 ASymmetry of objects a = b 2 Ab = a 2 ATransitivity of objectsa = b 2 A b = c 2 Aa = c 2 A



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 9The corresponding rules for types are easily justi�ed from the meaningof what it means to be a type.Re�exivity of types A typeA = ASymmetry of types A = BB = ATransitivity of typesA = B B = CA = CThe meaning of the judgement forms a 2 A, a = b 2 A and A = Bimmediately justi�es the rulesType equality rulesa 2 A A = Ba 2 B a = b 2 A A = Ba = b 2 B3.2 Hypothetical judgementsThe judgements we have introduced so far do not depend on any assump-tions. In general, a hypothetical judgement is made in a context of theform x1 2 A1; x2 2 A2; : : : ; xn 2 Anwhere we already know that A1 is a type, A2 is a type in the contextx1 2 A1, : : : , and An is a type in the context x1 2 A1, x2 2 A2, : : : ;xn�1 2 An. The explanations of hypothetical judgements are made byinduction on the length of a context. We have already given the meaningof the judgement forms in the empty context; hence we could now directlyexplain the judgement forms in a context of length n. However, in order notto hide the explanations by heavy notation, we will give them for hypothet-ical judgements only depending on one assumption and then illustrate thegeneral case with the judgement that A is a type in a context of length n.Let C be a type which does not depend on any assumptions. That Ais a type when x 2 C, which we writeA type [x 2 C];means that, for an arbitrary object c of type C, A [x c] is a type, that is,A is a type when c is substituted for x. Furthermore we must also know



10 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. Smiththat if c and d are identical objects of type C then A [x c] and A [x d]are the same types. When A is a type depending on x 2 C we say that Ais a family of types over the type C.That A and B are identical families of types over the type C,A = B [x 2 C];means that A [x c] and A [x c] are equal types for an arbitrary objectc of type C.That a is an object of type A when x 2 C,a 2 A [x 2 C];means that we know that a [x c] is an object of type A [x c] for anarbitrary object c of type C. We must also know that a [x c] and a [x d]are identical objects of type A [x c]whenever c and d are identical objectsof type C.That a and b are identical objects of type A depending on x 2 C,a = b 2 A [x 2 C];means that a [x c] and b [x c] are the same objects of type A [x c] foran arbitrary object c of type C.We will illustrate the general case by giving the meaning of the judge-ment that A is a type in a context of length n; the other hypotheticaljudgements are explained in a similar way. We assume that we alreadyknow the explanations of the judgement forms in a context of length n�1.Let x1 2 A1; x2 2 A2; : : : ; xn 2 Anbe a context of length n. We then know thatA1 typeA2 type [x1 2 A1]...An type [x1 2 A1; x2 2 A2; : : : ; xn�1 2 An�1]To know the hypothetical judgementA type [x1 2 A1; x2 2 A2; : : : ; xn 2 An]means that we know that the judgementA [x1 a] type[x2 2 A2 [x1 a]; : : : ; xn 2 An [x1 a] ]



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 11holds for an arbitrary object a of type A1 in the empty context. We mustalso require that if a and b are arbitrary identical objects of type A1 thenthe judgement A [x1 a] = A [x1 b][x2 2 A2 [x1 a]; : : : ; xn 2 An [x1 a] ]holds. This explanation justi�es two rules for substitution of objects intypes. We can formulate these rules in di�erent ways, simultaneously sub-stituting objects for one or several of the variables in the context. For-mulating the rules so they follow the semantical explanation as closely aspossible gives us:Substitution in typesA type [x1 2 A1; x2 2 A2; : : : ; xn 2 An] a 2 A1A [x1 a] type [x2 2 A2 [x1 a]; : : : ; xn 2 An [x1 a] ]A type [x1 2 A1; x2 2 A2; : : : ; xn 2 An] a = b 2 A1A [x1 a] = A [x1 b] [x2 2 A2 [x1 a]; : : : ; xn 2 An [x1 a] ]The explanations of the other hypothetical judgement forms give thefollowing substitution rules. Let A and B be types in the context x1 2 A1,x2 2 A2, : : : , xn 2 An.Substitution in equal typesA = B [x1 2 A1; x2 2 A2; : : : ; xn 2 An] a 2 A1A [xj a] = B [xj a] [x2 2 A2 [x1 a]; : : : ; xn 2 An [x1 a] ]Let A be a type in the context x1 2 A1, x2 2 A2, : : : , xn 2 An.Substitution in objectsa 2 A [x1 2 A1; x2 2 A2; : : : ; xn 2 An] a 2 A1a [x1 a] 2 A [x1 a] [x2 2 A2 [x1 a]; : : : ; xn 2 An [x1 a] ]Let A be a type and c and d be objects of type A in the context x1 2 A1,x2 2 A2, : : : , xn 2 An.Substitution in equal objectsc = d 2 A [x1 2 A1; x2 2 A2; : : : ; xn 2 An] a 2 A1c [x1 a] = d [x1 a] 2 A [x1 a] [x2 2 A2 [x1 a]; : : : ; xn 2 An [x1 a] ]The explanations of the hypothetical judgement forms justi�es the fol-lowing rule for introducing assumptions.



12 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. SmithAssumptionA1 typeA2 type [x1 2 A1]...An type [x1 2 A1; : : : ; xn�1 2 An�1]A type [x1 2 A1; : : : ; xn�1 2 An�1; xn 2 An]x 2 A [x1 2 A1; : : :xn 2 An; x 2 A]In this rule all premises are explicit. In order to make the rules shorter andmore comprehensible we will often leave out that part of the context whichis the same in the conclusion and each premise.The rules given in the previous section without assumptions could bejusti�ed also for hypothetical judgements.3.3 Function typesOne of the basic ways to form a new type from old ones is to form a functiontype. So, if we we have a type A and a family B of types over A, we wantto form the dependent function type (x 2 A)B of functions from A to B.In order to do this, we must explain what it means to be an object oftype (x 2 A)B and what it means for two objects of type (x 2 A)B to beidentical. The function type is explained in terms of application.To know that an object c is of type (x 2 A)B means that we know thatwhen we apply it to an arbitrary object a of type A we get an object c(a)in B [x a] and that we get identical objects in B [x a] when we applyit to identical objects a and b of A.That two objects c and d of (x 2 A)B are identical means that whenwe apply them on an arbitrary object a of type A we get identical objectsof type B [x a].Since we now have explained what it means to be an object of a functiontype and the conditions for two objects of a function type to be equal, wecan justify the rule for forming the function type.Function typeA type B type [x 2 A](x 2 A)B typeWe also obtain the rule for forming equal function types.Equal function typesA = A0 B = B0 [x 2 A](x 2 A)B = (x 2 A0)B0



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 13We will use the abbreviation (A)B for (x 2 A)B when B does not dependon x. We will also write (x 2 A; y 2 B)C instead of (x 2 A)(y 2 B)C and(x; y 2 A)B instead of (x 2 A; y 2 A)C.We can also justify the following two rules for applicationApplicationc 2 (x 2 A)B a 2 Bc(a) 2 B [x a] c 2 (x 2 A)B a = b 2 Ac(a) = c(b) 2 B [x a]We also have the following rules for showing that two functions are equal.Application c = d 2 (x 2 A)B a 2 Ac(a) = d(a) 2 B [x a]Extensionalityc 2 (x 2 A)B d 2 (x 2 A)B c(x) = d(x) 2 B [x 2 A]c = d 2 (x 2 A)Bx must occur free neither in c nor in dInstead of writing repeated applications as c(a1)(a2) � � � (an) we will use thesimpler form c(a1; a2; : : : ; an).One fundamental way to introduce a function is to abstract a variablefrom an expression:Abstraction b 2 B [x 2 A]([x]b) 2 (x 2 A)BWe will write repeated abstractions as [x1; x2; : : : ; xn]b and also excludethe outermost parentheses when there is no risk of confusion.How do we know that this rule is correct, i.e. how do we know that [x]bis a function of the type (x 2 A)B? By the semantics of function types,we must know that when we apply [x]b of type (x 2 A)B on an object aof type A, then we get an object of type B[x  a]; the explanation is by�-conversion:�-conversion a 2 A b 2 B [x 2 A]([x]b)(a) = b [x a]2 B [x a]We must also know that when we apply an abstraction [x]b, where b 2B [x 2 A], on two identical objects a1 and a2 of type A, then we get



14 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. Smithidentical results of type B [x a] as results. We can see this in the followingway. By �-conversion we know that ([x]b)(a1) = b [x a1] 2 B [x a1]and ([x]b)(a2) = b [x a2] 2 B [x a2]. By the meaning of the judgementsB type [x 2 A] and b 2 B [x 2 A] we know that B[x  a1] = B[x  a2]and that b [x a1] = b [x a2] 2 B [x a1]. Hence, by symmetry andtransitivity, we get ([x]b)(a1) = ([x]b(a2) 2 B [x a1] from a1 = a2 2 A.To summarize: to be an object f in a functional type (x 2 A)B meansthat it is possible to make an application f(a) if a 2 A. Then by lookingat �-conversion as the de�nition of what it means to apply an abstractedexpression to an object it is possible to give a meaning to an abstractedexpression. Hence, application is more primitive then abstraction on thistype level. Later we will see that for the set of functions, the situation isdi�erent.By the rules we have introduced, we can derive the rules�-conversion c 2 (x 2 A)B([x]c(x)) = c 2 (x 2 A)Bx must not occur free in c�-rule b = d 2 B [x 2 A][x]b = [x]d 2 (x 2 A)B3.4 The type SetThe objects in the type Set consist of inductively de�ned sets. In orderto explain a type we have to explain what it means to be an object in itand what it means for two such objects to be the same. So, to know thatSet is a type we must explain what a set is and what it means for twosets to be the same: to know that A is an object in Set (or equivalentlythat A is a set) is to know how to form canonical elements in A and whentwo canonical elements are equal. A canonical element is an element onconstructor form; examples are zero and the successor function for naturalnumbers.Two sets are the same if an element of one of the sets is also an elementof the other and if two equal elements of one of the sets are also equalelements of the other.This explanation justi�es the following ruleSet-formation Set typeIf we have a set A we may form a type El(A) whose objects are theelements of the set A:



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 15El-formation A : SetEl(A) typeNotice that it is required that the sets are built up inductively: weknow exactly in what ways we can build up the elements in the set anddi�erent ways corresponding to di�erent constructors. As an example, forthe ordinary de�nition of natural numbers, there are precisely two ways ofbuilding up elements, one using zero and the other one using the successorfunction. This is in contrast with types which in general are not builtup inductively. For instance, the type Set can obviously not be de�nedinductively. It is always possible to introduce new sets (i.e. objects inSet). The concept of type is open; it is possible to add more types to thelanguage, for instance by adding a new object A to Set gives the new typeEl(A)).In the sequel, we will often write A instead of El(A) since it will alwaysbe clear from the context if A stands for the set A or the type of elementsof A.3.5 De�nitionsMost of the generality and usefulness of the language comes from the possi-bilities of introducing new constants. It is in this way that we can introducethe usual mathematical objects like natural numbers, integers, functions,tuples etc. It is also possible to introduce more complicated inductive setslike sets for proof objects: it is in this way rules and axioms of a theory isrepresented in the framework.A distinction is made between primitive and de�ned constants. Thevalue of a primitive constant is the constant itself. So, the constant has onlya type and not a de�nition; instead it gets its meaning by the semanticsof the theory. Such a constant is also called a constructor. Examplesof primitive constants are N, succ and 0; they can be introduced by thefollowing declarations: N 2 Setsucc 2 N! N0 2 NA de�ned constant is de�ned in terms of other objects. When we applya de�ned constant to all its arguments in an empty context, for instance,c(e1; : : : ; en), then we get an expression which is a de�niendum, that is, anexpression which computes in one step to its de�niens (which is a well-typedobject).



16 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. SmithA de�ned constant can either be explicitly or implicitly de�ned. Wedeclare an explicitly de�ned constant c by giving it as an abbreviation ofan object a in a type A: c = a 2 AFor instance, we can make the following explicit de�nitions:1 = succ(0) 2 NIN = [x]x 2 N! NI = [A; x]x 2 (A2Set;A)AThe last example is the monomorphic identity function which when appliedto an arbitrary set A yields the identity function on A. It is easy to seeif an explicit de�nition is correct: you just check that the de�niens is anobject in the correct type.We declare an implicitly de�ned constant by showing what de�niens ithas when we apply it to its arguments. This is done by pattern-matchingand the de�nition may be recursive. Since it is not decidable if an expres-sion de�ned by pattern-matching on a set really de�nes a value for eachelement of the set, the correctness of an implicit de�nition is in generala semantical issue. We must be sure that all well-typed expressions ofthe form c(e1; : : : ; en) is a de�niendum with a unique well-typed de�niens.Here are two examples, addition and the operator for primitive recursionin arithmetic: + 2 N! N! N+(0; y) = y+(succ(x); y) = succ(+(x; y))natrec 2 N! (N! N! N)! N! Nnatrec(d; e; 0) = dnatrec(d; e; succ(a)) = e(a; natrec(d; e; a))4 Propositional logicType theory can be used as a logical framework, that is, it can be used torepresent di�erent theories. In general, a theory is presented by a list oftypings c1 2 A1; : : : ; cn 2 Anwhere c1; : : : ; cn are new primitive constants, and a list of de�nitionsd1 = e1 2 B1; : : : ; dm = em 2 Am



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 17where d1; : : : ; dm are new de�ned constants.The basic types of Martin-Löf's type theory are Set and the types ofelements of the particular sets we introduce. In the next section we will givea number of examples of sets, but �rst we use the idea of propositions as setsto express that propositional logic with conjunction and implication; theother connectives can be introduced in the same way. When viewed as thetype of propositions, the semantics of Set can be seen as the constructiveexplanation of propositions: a proposition is de�ned by laying down whatcounts as a direct (or canonical) proof of it; or di�erently expressed: aproposition is de�ned by its introduction rules. Given a proposition A,that is, an object of the type Set, then El(A) is the type of proofs of A.From the semantics of sets we get that two proofs are the same if they havethe same form and identical parts; we also get that two propositions arethe same if a proof of one of the propositions is also a proof of the otherand if identical proofs of one of the propositions are also identical proofsof the other.The primitive constant & for conjunction is introduced by the followingdeclaration & 2 (Set; Set)SetFrom this declaration we obtain, by repeated function application, theclause for conjunction in the usual inductive de�nition of formulas in thepropositional calculus:& -formation A 2 Set B 2 SetA&B 2 Setwhere we have used in�x notation, that is, we have written A&B insteadof &(A;B).We must now de�ne what counts as a proof of a conjunction, and thatis done by the following declaration of the primitive constant &I .&I 2 (A;B 2 Set;A;B)A&BThis declaration is the inductive de�nition of the set &(A;B), that is, allelements in the set is equal to an element of the form &I(A;B; a; b), whereA and B are sets and a 2 A and b 2 B. A proof of the syntactical form&I (A;B; a; b) is called a canonical proof of A&B.By function application, we obtain the introduction rule for conjunctionfrom the declaration of &I .& -introductionA 2 Set B 2 Set a 2 A b 2 B&I(A;B; a; b) 2 A&B



18 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. SmithTo obtain the two elimination rules for conjunction, we introduce thetwo de�ned constants &E1 2 (A;B2Set;A&B)Aand &E2 2 (A;B2Set;A&B)Bby the de�ning equations&E1(A;B;&I(A;B; a; b)) = a 2 Aand &E2(A;B;&I (A;B; a; b)) = b 2 Brespectively. Notice that it is the de�nition of the constants which justi�estheir typings. To see that the typing of &E1 is correct, assume that A andB are sets, and that p 2 A&B. We must then show that &E1(A;B; p)is an element in A. But since p 2 A&B, we know that p is equal to anelement of the form &I (A;B; a; b), where a 2 A and b 2 B. But then wehave that &E1(A;B; p) = &E1(A;B;&I(A;B; a; b)) which is equal to a bythe de�ning equation of &E1.From the typings of &E1 and &E2 we obtain, by function application,the elimination rules for conjunction:& -elimination 1A 2 Set B 2 Set c 2 A&B&E1(A;B; c) 2 Aand & -elimination 2A 2 Set B 2 Set c 2 A&B&E2(A;B; c) 2 BThe de�ning equations for &E1 and &E2 correspond to Prawitz' reductionrules in natural deduction: ...AA&BA = ...Aand



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 19...BA&BB = ...Brespectively. Notice the role which these rules play here. They are usedto justify the correctness, that is, the well typings of the elimination rules.The elimination rules are looked upon as methods which can be executed,and it is the reduction rules which de�nes the execution of the eliminationrules.The primitive constant � for implication is introduced by the declara-tion �2 (Set; Set)SetAs for conjunction, we obtain from this declaration the clause for implica-tion in the inductive de�nition of formulas in the propositional calculus:� -formation A 2 Set B 2 SetA � B 2 SetA canonical proof of an implication is formed by the primitive constant�I , declared by �I 2 (A;B2Set; (A)B)A � BBy function application, the introduction rule for implication is obtainedfrom the declaration of �I :� -introductionA 2 Set B 2 Set b(x) 2 B [x 2 A]�I (A;B; b) 2 A � BSo, to get a canonical proof of A � B we must have a function b whichwhen applied on a proof ofA gives a proof ofB, and the proof then obtainedis �I (A;B; b).To obtain modus ponens, the elimination rule for �, we introduce thede�ned constant �E 2 (A;B 2 Set;A � B;A)Bwhich is de�ned by the equation�E (A;B;�I (A;B; b; a)) = b(a) 2 BIn the same way as for conjunction, we can use this de�nition to show that�E is well-typed.



20 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. SmithThe de�ning equation corresponds to the reduction ruleA...BA � B ...AB = ...A...BBy function application, we obtain from the typing of �E� -eliminationA 2 Set B 2 Set b 2 A � B a 2 A�E (A;B; b; a) 2 B5 Set theoryWe will in this section introduce a theory of sets with natural numbers,lists, functions, etc. which could be used when specifying and implementingcomputer programs. We will also show how this theory is represented inthe type theory framework.When de�ning a set, we �rst introduce a primitive constant for the setand then give the primitive constants for the constructors, which expressthe di�erent ways elements of the set can be constructed. The typing rulefor constant denoting the set is called the formation rule of the set and thetyping rules for the constructors are called the introduction rules. Finally,we introduce a selector as an implicitly de�ned constant to express theinduction principle of the set; the selector is de�ned by pattern-matchingand may be recursive. The type rule for the selector is called the eliminationrule and the de�ning equations are called equality rules.Given the introduction rules, it is possible to mechanically derive theelimination rule and the equality rules for a set; how this can be done havebeen investigated by Martin-Löf [29], Backhouse [2], Coquand and Paulin[9], and Dybjer[14].5.1 The set of Boolean valuesThe set of Boolean values is an example of an enumeration set. The valuesof an enumeration set are exactly the same as the constructors of the setand all constructors yield di�erent elements. For the Booleans this meansthat there are two ways of forming an element and therefore also two con-structors; true and false. Since we have given the elements of the set and



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 21their equality, we can introduce a constant for the set and make the typedeclaration Bool 2 SetWe can also declare the types of the constructor constantstrue 2 Boolfalse 2 BoolThe principal selector constant of an enumeration set is a function thatperforms case analysis on Boolean values. For the Booleans we introducethe if constant with the typeif 2 (C 2 (Bool)Set; b 2 Bool;C(true);C(false))C(b)and the de�ning equations if(C; true; a; b) = aif(C; false; a; b) = bIn these two de�nitional equalities we have omitted the types since theycan be obtained immediately from the typing of if. In the sequel, we willoften write just a = b instead of a = b 2 A when the type A is clear fromthe context.5.2 The empty setTo introduce the empty set, fg, we just de�ne a set with no constructorsat all. First we make a type declaration for the setfg 2 SetSince there are no constructors we immediately de�ne the selector case andits type by the declarationcase 2 (C 2 (fg)Set; a 2 fg)C(a)The empty set corresponds to the absurd proposition and the selector cor-responds to the natural deduction rule for absurdity? true C propC true



22 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. Smith5.3 The set of natural numbersIn order to introduce the set of natural numbers, N, we must give the rulesfor forming all the natural numbers as well as all the rules for formingtwo equal natural numbers. These are the introduction rules for naturalnumbers.There are two ways of forming natural numbers, 0 is a natural numberand if n is a natural number then succ(n) is a natural number. There arealso two corresponding ways of forming equal natural numbers, the naturalnumber 0 is equal to 0 and if the natural number n is equal to m, thensucc(n) is equal to succ(m). So we have explained the meaning of thenatural numbers as a set, and can therefore make the type declarationN 2 Setand form the introduction rules for the natural numbers, by declaring thetypes of the constructor constants 0 and succ0 2 Nsucc 2 (n 2 N)NThe general rules in the framework makes it possible to give the introduc-tion rules in this simple form.We will introduce a very general form of selector for natural numbers,natrec, as a de�ned constant. It could be used both for expressing elementsby primitive recursion and proving properties by induction. The functionalconstant natrec takes four arguments; the �rst is a family of sets thatdetermines the set which the result belongs to, the second and third arethe results for the zero and successor case, respectively, and the fourthargument, �nally, is the natural number which is the principal argumentof the selector. Formally, the type of natrec isnatrec 2 (C 2 (N) Set;d 2 C(0);e 2 (x 2 N; y 2 C(x))C(succ(x));n 2 N)C(n)The de�ning equations for the natrec constant arenatrec(C; d; e; 0) = dnatrec(C; d; e; succ(m)) = e(n; natrec(C; d; e;m))The selector for natural numbers could, as we already mentioned, be usedfor introducing ordinary primitive recursive functions. Addition and mul-tiplication could, for example, be introduced as two de�ned constants



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 23plus 2 (N;N)Nmult 2 (N;N)Nby the de�ning equationsplus(m;n) = natrec([x]N; n; [x; y]succ(y);m)mult(m;n) = natrec([x]N; 0; [x; y]plus(y; n);m)Using the rules for application together with the type and the de�nitionalequalities for the constant natrec it is easy to derive the type of the righthand side of the equalities above as well as the following equalities foraddition and multiplication:plus(0; n) = n 2 N [n 2 N]plus(succ(m); n) = succ(plus(m;n)) 2 N [m 2 N; n 2 N]mult(0; n) = 0 2 N [n 2 N]mult(succ(m); n) = plus(mult(m;n); n) 2 N [m 2 N; n 2 N]In general, if we have a primitive recursive function f from N to Af(0) = df(succ(n)) = e(n; f(n))where d 2 A and e is a function in (N;A)A, we can introduce it as a de�nedconstant f 0 2 (N)Ausing the de�ning equationf 0(n) = natrec([x]A; d0; e0; n)where d0 and e0 are functions in type theory which correspond to d and ein the de�nition of f .The type of the constant natrec represents the usual elimination rulefor natural numbers C(x) Set [x 2 N]d 2 C(0)e 2 C(succ(x)) [x 2 N; y 2 C(x)]x 2 Nnatrec(C; d; e; x) 2 C(x)which can be obtained by assuming the arguments and then apply theconstant natrec on them. Note that, in the conclusion of the rule, theexpression natrec(C; d; e; x) contains the family C. This is a consequenceof the explicit declaration of natrec in the framework.



24 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. Smith5.4 The set of functions (Cartesian product of a familyof sets)We have already introduced the type (x 2 A)B of functions from the typeA to the type B. We need the corresponding set of functions from a set toanother set. If we have a set A and a family of sets B over A, we can formthe cartesian product of a family of sets, which is denoted �(A;B). Theelements of this set are functions which when applied to an element a inA yield an element in B(a). The elements of the set �(A;B) are formedby applying the constructor � to the sets A and B and an object of thecorresponding function type.The constant � is introduced by the type declaration� 2 (A 2 Set;B 2 (x 2 A)Set) Setand the constant � by� 2 (A 2 Set;B 2 (x 2 A) Set; f 2 (x 2 A)B)�(A;B)These constant declarations correspond to the rulesA 2 Set B(x) 2 Set [x 2 A]�(A;B) 2 SetA 2 Set B(x) 2 Set [x 2 A] f 2 B(x) [x 2 A]�(A;B; f) 2 �(A;B)Notice that the elements of a cartesian product of a family of sets, �(A;B),are more general than ordinary functions from A to B in that the result ofapplying an element of �(A;B) to an argument can be in a set which maydepend on the value of the argument.The most important de�ned constant in the �-set is the constant forapplication. In type theory this selector takes as arguments not only anelement of �(A;B) and an object of type A but also the sets A and Bthemselves. The constant is introduced by the type declarationapply 2 (A 2 Set;B 2 (x 2 A)Set; g 2 �(A;B); a 2 A)B(a)and the de�nitional equalityapply(A;B; �(f); a) = f(a)The cartesian product of a family of sets is, when viewed as a propo-sition the same as universal quanti�cation. The type of the constructorcorresponds to the introduction ruleB(x) true [x 2 A](8x 2 A)B(x) true



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 25and the type of the selector corresponds to the elimination rule(8x 2 A)B(x) true a 2 AB(a) trueThe cartesian product of a family of sets is a generalization of the ordi-nary function set. If the family of sets B over A is the same for all elementsof A, then the cartesian product is just the set of ordinary functions. Theconstant ! is introduced by the following explicit de�nition:! 2 (A;B 2 Set) Set! = [A;B]�(A; [x]B)The set of functions is, when viewed as a proposition, the same asimplication since the type of the constructor is the same as the introductionrule for implication B true [A true]A � B trueand the type of the selector is the same as the elimination ruleA � B true A trueB trueGiven the empty set and the set of function we can de�ne a constantfor negation in the following way: 2 (A 2 Set) Set:(A) = A!fgExample 5.4.1. Let us see how to prove the proposition A � ::A. Inorder to prove the proposition we must �nd an element in the setA! (:(:A)) � A! ((A! fg)! fg)We start by making the assumptions x 2 A and y 2 A ! fg and thenobtain an element in fgapply(A! fg; A; y; x) 2 fgand therefore �(A; (A! fg)! fg;[x]�(A! fg; fg;[y]apply(A! fg; A; y; x)))2 A! ((A! fg)! fg) � A! (:(:A))



26 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. SmithExample 5.4.2. Using the rules for natural numbers, booleans and func-tions we will show how to de�ne a function, eqN 2 (N;N)Bool, that decidesif two natural numbers are equal. We want the following equalities to hold:eqN(0; 0) = trueeqN(0; succ(n)) = falseeqN(succ(m); 0) = falseeqN(succ(m); succ(n)) = eqN(m;n)It is impossible to de�ne eqN directly just using natural numbers and re-cursion on the arguments. We have to do recursion on the argumentsseparately and �rst use recursion on the �rst argument to compute a func-tion which when applied to the second argument gives us the result wewant. So we �rst de�ne a function f 2 (N) (N ! Bool) which satis�es theequalities f(0) = �([m] iszero(m))f(succ(n)) = �([m] natrec(m; false; [x; y] apply(f(n); x)))where iszero(m) = natrec(m; true; [x; y] false)If we use the recursion operator explicitly, we can de�ne f asf(n) = natrec(n;�([m]iszero(m));[u; v]�((m)natrec(m; false; [x; y] apply(v; x))))The function f is such that f(n) is equal to a function which gives true ifis applied to n and false otherwise, that is, we can use it to de�ne eqN asfollows eqN(m;n) = apply(f(m); n)It is a simple exercise to show thateqN 2 (N;N)Booland that it satis�es the equalities we want it to satisfy.



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 275.5 Propositional equalityThe equality on the judgement level a = b 2 A is a de�nitional equalityand two objects are equal if they have the same normal form. In order toexpress that, for example, addition of natural numbers is a commutativeoperation it is necessary to introduce a set for propositional equality.If a and b are elements in the set A, then Id(A; a; b) is a set. We expressthis by introducing the constant Id and its typeId 2 (X 2 Set; a 2 X; b 2 X) SetThe only constructor of elements in equality sets is id and it is introducedby the type declarationid 2 (X 2 Set;x 2 X) Id(X;x; x)To say that id is the only constructor for Id(A; a; b) is the same as to saythat Id(A; a; b) is the least re�exive relation. Transitivity, symmetry andcongruence can be proven from this de�nition. We use the name idpeel forthe selector and it is introduced by the type declarationidpeel 2 (A 2 Set;C 2 (x; y 2 A; e 2 Id(A; x; y)) Set;a; b 2 A;e 2 Id(A; a; b);d 2 (x 2 A)C(x; x; id(A; x)))C(a; b; e)and the equality idpeel(A;C; a; b; id(A; a); d) = d(a)The intuition behind this constant is that it expresses a substitution rulefor elements which are propositionally equal.Example 5.5.3. The type of the constructor in the set Id(A; a; b) corre-sponds to the re�exivity rule of equality. The symmetry and transitivityrules can easily be derived.Let A be a set and a and b two elements of A. Assume thatd 2 Id(A; a; b)In order to prove symmetry, we must construct an element in Id(A; b; a).By applying idpeel on A, [x; y; e]Id(A; y; x), a, b, d and [x]id(A; x) we get,by simple typechecking, an element in the set Id(A; b; a).idpeel(A; [x; y; e]Id(A; y; x); a; b; d; [x]id(A; x)) 2 Id(A; b; a)



28 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. SmithThe derived rule for symmetry can therefore be expressed by the constantsymm de�ned byidsymm 2 (A 2 Set; a; b 2 A; d 2 Id(A; a; b)) Id(A; b; a)idsymm(A; a; b; d) = idpeel(A; [x; y; e]Id(A; y; x); a; b; d; [x]id(A; x))Transitivity is proved in a similar way. Let A be a set and a, b and celements of A. Assume thatd 2 Id(A; a; b) and e 2 Id(A; b; c)By applying idpeel on A, [x; y; z]Id(A; y; c)!Id(A; z; c), a, b, d and the iden-tity function [x]�(Id(A; x; c); Id(A; x; c); [w]w) we get an element in the setId(A; b; c)!Id(A; a; c). This element is applied on e in order to get thedesired element in Id(A; a; c).idtrans 2 (A 2 Set; a; b; c 2 A; d 2 Id(A; a; b); e 2 Id(A; b; c)) Id(A; a; c)idtrans(A; a; b; c; d; e) = apply(Id(A; b; c); Id(A; a; c);idpeel(A; [x; y; z]Id(A; y; c)!Id(A; x; c);a; b; d;[x]�(Id(A; x; c); Id(A; x; c); [w]w));e)Example 5.5.4. Let us see how we can derive a rule for substitution inset expressions. We want to have a ruleP (x) 2 set [x 2 A] a 2 A b 2 A c 2 Id(A; a; b) p 2 P (a)subst(P; a; b; c; p) 2 P (b)To derive such a rule, �rst assume that we have a set A and elements aand b of A. Furthermore assume that c 2 Id(A; a; b), P (x) 2 Set [x 2 A]and p 2 P (a). Type checking gives us that�(P (x); P (x); [w]w) 2 P (x)!P (x) [x 2 A]idpeel(A; [x; y; z](P (x)!P (y)); a; b; c; [x]�(P (x); P (x); [w]w))2 P (a)!P (b)We can now apply the function above on p to obtain an element in P (b). Sowe can de�ne a constant subst that expresses the substitution rule above.The type of subst is subst 2 (A 2 Set;P 2 (A)Set;a; b 2 A;c 2 Id(A; a; b);p 2 P (a))P (b)



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 29and the de�ning equationsubst(A;P; a; b; c; p) = apply(P (a); P (b);idpeel(A; [x; y; z](P (x)!P (y));a; b; c;[x]�(P (x); P (x); [w]w));p)5.6 The set of listsThe set of lists List(A) is introduced in a similar way as the natural num-bers, except that there is a parameter A that determines which set theelements of a list belongs to. There are two constructors to build a list, nilfor the empty list and cons to add an element to a list. The constants wehave introduced so far have the following types:List 2 (A 2 set) Setnil 2 (A 2 set) List(A)cons 2 (A 2 set; a 2 A; l 2 List(A)) List(A)The selector listrec for types is a constant that expresses primitive recursionfor lists. The selector is introduced by the type declarationlistrec 2 (A 2 Set;C 2 (List(A)) Set;c 2 C(nil(A));e 2 (x 2 A; y 2 List(A); z 2 C(y))C(cons(A; x; y));l 2 List(A))C(l)The de�ning equations for the listrec constant arelistrec(A;C; c; e; nil(A)) = clistrec(A;C; c; e; cons(A; a; l)) = e(l; a; listrec(A;C; c; e; l))5.7 Disjoint union of two setsIf we have two sets A and B we can form the disjoint union A+B. The ele-ments of this set are either of the form inl(A;B; a) or of the form inr(A;B; b)where a 2 A and b 2 B. In order to express this in the framework we in-troduce the constants + 2 (A;B 2 Set) Setinl 2 (A;B 2 Set;A)A+Binr 2 (A;B 2 Set;B)A+ B



30 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. SmithThe selector when is introduced by the type declarationwhen 2 (A;B 2 Set;C 2 (A +B) Set;e 2 (x 2 A)C(inl(A;B; x));f 2 (y 2 B)C(inr(A;B; y));p 2 A+B)C(p)and de�ned by the equationswhen(A;B;C; e; f; inl(A;B; a)) = e(a)when(A;B;C; e; f; inr(A;B; b)) = f(b)Seen as a proposition the disjoint union of two sets expresses disjunction.The constructors correspond to the introduction rulesA trueA _B true B trueA _B trueand the selector when corresponds to the elimination rule.A _B true C prop C true [A true] C true [B true]C true5.8 Disjoint union of a family of setsIn order to be able to deal with the existential quanti�er and to have a setof ordinary pairs, we will introduce the disjoint union of a family of sets.The set is introduced by the type declaration� 2 (A 2 Set;B 2 (A)Set) SetThere is one constructor in this set, pair, which is introduced by the typedeclaration pair 2 (A 2 Set;B 2 (A)Set; a 2 A;B(a)) �(A;B)The selector of a set �(A;B) splits a pair into its parts. It is de�ned bythe type declarationsplit 2 (A 2 Set;B 2 (A) Set;C 2 (�(A;B)) Set;d 2 (a 2 A; b 2 B(a))C(pair(A;B; a; b));p 2 �(A;B))C(p)



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 31and the de�ning equationsplit(A;B;C; d; pair(A;B; a; b)) = d(a; b)Given the selector split it is easy to de�ne the two projection functions thatgive the �rst and second component of a pair.fst 2 (A 2 Set;B 2 (A) Set; p 2 �(A;B))Afst(A;B; p) = split(A;B; [x]A; [x; y]x; p)snd 2 (A 2 Set;B 2 (A) Set; p 2 �(A;B))B(fst(A;B; p)snd(A;B; p) = split(A;B; [x]B(fst(A;B; p)); [x; y]y; p)When viewed as a proposition the disjoint union of a family of sets�(A,B) corresponds to the existential quanti�er (9 x 2 A)B(x). The typesof constructor pair and when correspond to the natural deduction rules forthe existential quanti�er a 2 A B(a) true(9x 2 A)B(x) true(9x 2 A)B(x) true C prop C true [x 2 A;B(x) true]C true5.9 The set of small setsA set of small sets U, or a universe, is a set that re�ects some part of the setstructure on the object level. It is of course necessary to introduce this setif one wants to do some computation using sets, for example to specify andprove a type checking algorithm correct, but it is also necessary in order toprove inequalities such as 0 6= succ(0). Furthermore, the universe can beused for de�ning families of sets using recursion, for example non-emptylists and sets such as Nn.We will introduce the universe simultanously with a function S thatmaps an element of U to the set the element encodes. The universe we willintroduce has one constructor for each set we have de�ned. The constantsfor sets are introduced by the type declarationU 2 SetS 2 (U)Set



32 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. SmithThen we introduce the constructors in U and the de�ning equations for SBoolU 2 US(BoolU ) = BoolfgU 2 US(fgU ) = fgNU 2 US(NU ) = N�U 2 (A 2 U;B 2 (S(A))U)US(�U (A;B)) = �(S(A); [h]S(B(h)))IdU 2 (A 2 U; a 2 S(A); b 2 S(A))US(IdU (A; a; b)) = Id(S(A); a; b)ListU 2 (A 2 U)US(ListU (A)) = List(S(A))+U 2 (A 2 U;B 2 U)US(+U (A;B)) = +(S(A); S(B))�U 2 (A 2 U;B 2 (S(A))U)US(�U (A;B)) = �(S(A); [h]S(B(h)))Example 5.9.5. Let us see how we can derive an element in the set:Id(N; 0; succ(0))or, in other words, how we can �nd an expression in the setId(N; 0; succ(0))!fgWe start by assuming that x 2 Id(N; 0; succ(0))Then we construct a function, Iszero, that maps a natural number to anelement in the universe.Iszero 2 (N)UIszero(m) = natrec(m;BoolU ; [y; z]fgU )It is easy to see that Iszero(0) = S(BoolU ) = BoolIszero(succ(0)) = S(fgU ) = fg



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 33and therefore true 2 Bool = Iszero(0)subst(x; true) 2 Iszero(succ(0)) = fgFinally, we have the element we are looking for�(Id(N; 0; succ(0)); fg; [x]subst(x; true)) 2 Id(N; 0; succ(0))!fgIt is shown in Smith [37] that without a universe no negated equalities canbe proved.6 ALF, an interactive editor for type theoryAt the department of Computing Science in Göteborg, we have developedan interactive editor for objects and types in type theory. The editor isbased on direct manipulation, that is, the things which are being built areshown on the screen, and editing is done by pointing and clicking on thescreen.The proof object is used as a true representative of a proof. The processof proving the proposition A is represented by the process of building aproof object of A. The language of type theory is extended with placeholders (written as indexed question marks). The notation ? 2 A standsfor the problem of �nding an object in A. An object is edited by replacingthe placeholders by expressions which may contain placeholders. It is alsopossible to delete a subpart of an object by replacing it with a placeholder.There is a close connection between the individual steps in proving Aand the steps to build a proof object of A. When we are making a top-down proof of a proposition A, then we try to reduce the problemA to somesubproblems B1; : : : ; Bn by using a rule c which takes proofs of B1; : : : ; Bnto a proof of A. Then we continue by proving B1; : : : ; Bn. For instance,we can reduce the problem A to the two problems C � A and C by usingmodus ponens. In this way we can continue until we have only axioms andassumptions left. This process corresponds exactly to how we can build amathematical object from the outside and in. If we have a problem? 2 Athen it is possible to re�ne the place holder in the following ways:� The placeholder can be replaced by an application c(?1; : : :?n) wherec is a constant, or x(?1; : : :?n), where x is a variable. In the case thatwe have a constant, we must have that c(?1; : : :?n) 2 A, which holds



34 B. Nordström, K. Petersson and J. M. Smithif the type of the constant c is equal to (x12A1; : : : ;xn2An)B and?1 2 A1; ?2 2 A2 [x1 ?1]; : : : ; xn2An[x1 ?1; : : : ; xn�1 ?n�1] andB[x1 ?1; : : : ; xn�1 ?n�1] = ASo, we have reduced the problemA to the subproblemsA1, A2 [x1 ?1],: : : , An[x1 ?1; : : : ; xn�1 ?n�1] and further re�nements must satisfythe constraint B[x1 ?1; : : : ; xn�1 ?n�1] = A. The number n of newplaceholders can be computed from the arity of the constant c andthe expected arity of the placeholder. As an example, if we start with? 2 A and A is not a function type and if we apply the constant c oftype (x2B)C, then the new term will bec(?1) 2 Awhere the new placeholder ?1 must have the type B (since all argu-ments to c must have that type) and furthermore the type of c(?1)must be equal to A, that is, the following equality must hold:C [x ?1] = A:These kind of constraints will in general be simpli�ed by the system.So, the editing step from ? 2 A to c(?1) 2 A is correct if ?1 2 B andC [x ?1] = A. This operation corresponds to applying a rule whenwe are constructing a proof. The rule c reduces the problem A to theproblem B.� The placeholder is replaced by an abstraction [x]?1. We must havethat [x]?1 2 Awhich holds if A is equal to a function type (y 2 B)C. The type ofthe variable x must be B and we must keep track of the fact that?1 may be substituted by an expression which may depend on thevariable x. This corresponds to making a new assumption, when weare constructing a proof. We reduce the general problem (y2B)C tothe problem C [y x] under the assumption that x2B. The assumedobject x can be used to construct a solution to C, that is, we mayuse the knowledge that we have a solution to the problem B whenwe are constructing a solution to the problem C.� The placeholder is replaced by a constant c. This is correct if thetype of c is equal to A.� The placeholder is replaced by a variable x. The type of x must beequal to A. But we cannot replace a placeholder with any variable ofthe correct type, the variable must have been abstracted earlier.



Martin-Löf's Type Theory 35To delete a part of a proof object corresponds to regretting some earliersteps in the proof. Notice that the deleted steps do not have to be the laststeps in the derivation, by moving the pointer around in the proof object itis possible to undo any of the preceeding steps without altering the e�ectof following steps. However, the deletion of a sub-object is a non-trivialoperation; it may cause the deletion of other parts which are depending onthis.The proof engine, which is the abstract machine representing an ongoingproof process (or an ongoing construction of a mathematical object) has twoparts: the theory (which is a list of constant declarations) and the scratcharea. Objects are built up in the scratch area and moved to the theory partwhen they are completed. There are two basic operations which are used tomanipulate the scratch area. The insertion command replaces a placeholderby a new (possible incomplete) object and the deletion command replacesa sub-object by a placeholder.When implementing type theory we have to decide what kind of induc-tive de�nitions and de�nitional equalities to allow. The situation is similarfor both, we could give syntactic restrictions which guarantees that onlymeaningful de�nitions and equalities are allowed. We could for instanceimpose that an inductive de�nition has to be strictly positive and a de�n-ional equality has to be primitive recursive. We know, however, that anysuch restriction would disallow meaningful de�nitions. We have therefore� for the moment � no restrictions at all. This means that the correctnessof a de�nition is the user's responsibility.Among the examples developed in ALF, we can mention a proof thatAckermann's function is not primitive recursive [38], functional complete-ness of combinatorial logic [16], Tait's normalization proof for Gödel'sT [17], the fundamental theorem of arithmetic [40], a constructive ver-sion of Ramsey's theorem [15], and a semantical analysis of simply typedlambda calculus with explicit substitution [7].References[1] L. Augustsson, T. Coquand, and B. Nordström. A short descriptionof Another Logical Framework. In Proceedings of the First Workshopon Logical Frameworks, Antibes, pages 39�42, 1990.[2] Roland Backhouse. On the meaning and construction of the rules inMartin-Löf's theory of types. In Proceedings of the Workshop on Gen-eral Logic, Edinburgh. Laboratory for the Foundations of ComputerScience, University of Edinburgh, February 1987.[3] Roland Backhouse, Paul Chisholm, Grant Malcolm, and Erik Saaman.Do-it-yourself type theory. Formal Aspects of Computing, 1:19�84,1989.
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